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Introduction
Experimental and quasi-experimental evaluations in educational settings have dramatically
increased over the last two decades. This development has improved our ability to determine “what
works” in improving student outcomes. However, for effective interventions to be understood,
researchers don’t simply want to know whether an intervention works, they also want to understand
why and under what circumstances an intervention makes a difference in students’ lives. These questions
have led to increased calls for implementation research to be included in efficacy studies with strong
causal claims, like randomized control trials (RCTs; see the Standards for Excellence in Education
Research, Institute of Education Sciences, 2020). When efficacy trials fail to include information on
how an intervention was implemented, readers are forced to assume that the intervention was
delivered uniformly as designed (Dobson & Cook, 1980). In practice, however, interventions often
deviate from the original program design; an implementation study provides needed information on
how the program was actually delivered to participants.
In this paper, we introduce a natural language processing (NLP) technique called semantic
similarity to describe how closely intervention sessions adhere to a standardized treatment protocol,
and how consistently the protocol is replicated across sessions. At its core, semantic similarity
methods quantify the distance between items based on the likeness of semantic content. In
evaluation contexts, the method is best applied in cases where an intervention is delivered verbally
and transcrips of the intervention sessions are available, and the choice of words are believed to be
important for the interventions’ delivery. To produce a measure of intervention adherance, researchers
use semantic similarity methods to evaluate the similarity between session transcripts and a
benchmark script of the intervention. To produce a measure of intervention replicability, researchers
quantify the similarity of intervention transcripts with one another. A key strength of the approach is
that it can be adapted to a number of implementation contexts simply by changing the documents to
which transcripts are being compared.
Currently, implementation researchers face intense logistical, methodological, and budgetary
constraints in efforts to assess intervention fidelity. Reviews of education research show that
implementation fidelity research is frequently missing from program evaluations (Dusenbury et al.,
2003; O’Donnell, 2008). This may be due to a dearth of practical guidance about the best ways to
assess intervention fidelity in field settings (Roberts, 2017), or because of the additional resources
that are needed to collect implementation data.
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Traditional approaches to implementation research require the development and validation
of reliable fidelity measures for each new intervention. Unfortunately, it can be difficult to produce
new fidelity measures with appropriate measurement properties for each new evaluation context,
especially in cases where the intervention is complex and includes multiple components. For
example, when Munter et al. (2014) asked their intervention developers to validate their fidelity
coding scheme, they found that, even among experts, variation in fidelity coding was too great to be
useful. To further complicate the issue, there has been limited methodological developments in
designing treatment fidelity measures that have acceptable psychometric properties (Gresham, 2017;
Sanetti & Kratochwill, 2009), and even fewer developments in designing measures of for assessing
treatment consistency in replication and scale-up studies. Finally, the process for hiring, training, and
employing observers is time-consuming and expensive and may be altogether infeasible when
sessions occur at different times, in different settings, with multiple research teams.
Given the above challenges, the education research community would benefit from low-cost
and scalable methods for assessing intervention adherence and replicability in field settings. In this
paper, we demonstrate how semantic similarity methods may be used to create new automated
measures of fidelity. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we provide a short
overview of traditional implementation approaches for assessing intervention fidelity. Second, we
discuss how semantic similarity measures may be used to assess implementation constructs like
intervention adherence and replicability. Third, we detail how researchers calculate and interpret
semantic similarity measures of implementation. Fourth, we illustrate the method using data from an
experimental evaluation of a coaching protocol on teacher performance in a simulated classroom
environment. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of a
semantic similarity approach to measuring implementation constructs.
Constructs and Measures in Implementation Research
Understanding intervention delivery is critical in evaluation settings for multiple reasons.
First, if participants do not receive the full intervention, receive an unexpected intervention, or
receive highly variable intervention components, researchers need to know this in order to
appropriately interpret the results of a study (Fixsen et al., 2005; Rossi et al., 1985). Second,
intervention implementation may be useful for explaining variations in outcomes in a single study
(Schochet et al., 2014), and for explaining variations in effects across multiple studies (Steiner et al.,
2019; Wong & Steiner, 2018). Finally, monitoring intervention implementation while practitioners
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are in the field provide opportunities for researchers to ensure that the intervention is delivered
according to the standardized protocol, or to provide additional supports to ensure appropriate
implementation (Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Fixsen et al., 2005).
The most common form of implementation research tackles questions of treatment fidelity,
defined as the degree to which a treatment is implemented as intended by the designers (Dumas et
al., 2001; Nelson et al., 2012; O’Donnell, 2008). In their review of prevention literature, Dane and
Schneider identify five primary conceptualizations of fidelity: dosage, adherence to the program
design, quality of program delivery, participant responsiveness, and program differentiation (1998).
Dosage is defined as the amount of the intervention that is delivered and is commonly measured by
counting each intervention session or by timing the length of the session (Dane & Schneider, 1998;
Dusenbury et al., 2003). Adherence is defined as the extent to which implementation conforms to
theoretical guidelines and is commonly measured using checklists or rubrics (Dumas et al., 2001;
Dusenbury et al., 2003). Quality of delivery refers to way the program components are implemented.
For example, researchers may measure teaching quality (Sarama et al., 2008) or implementer
communication skills (Dumas et al., 2001) as part of their implementation study. Participant
responsiveness is defined as the degree to which participants engage with the intervention. This may
be measured using attendance or with more nuance using rubrics (Hulleman & Cordray, 2009).
Finally, program differentiation (also referred to as strength of contrast) is defined as the difference
between the program and business-as-usual, or in RCTs, between the treatment and control
conditions. Program differentiation commonly relies on one of the other conceptualization of
fidelity, contrasting the measure between the treatment and comparison group (Cordray & Pion,
2007; Hulleman & Cordray, 2009).
In each of the previous examples, the researchers had a pre-specified concept of ideal
implementation, but there are also cases where a researcher has not defined quality but simply
wishes to better understand the various ways an intervention may be implemented. This often
occurs when the researcher has not designed the intervention but is nonetheless responsible for its
evaluation, as is common with government programs. Even if the researchers have designed the
intervention, they may be largely agnostic to implementation styles if they believe that interventions
should be adapted to individual contexts (Dane & Schneider, 1998). If adaptation is viewed as a
positive development, then researchers want to document and measure variation to better
understand the nature of the intervention. In these cases, researchers commonly describe differences
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in treatments across sites qualitatively (see Spillane, 1998) or they may more formally survey or
interview the implementers (see Angrist et al., 2013; Marsh et al., 2017).
Semantic Similarity as a Measure of Intervention Adherence and Replication
Semantic similarity methods provide quantitative measures of intervention adherence to a
standardized protocol, and of intervention replicability across different sessions, settings, and studies.
While traditional forms of implementation research require the development of new,
psychometrically validated measures for assessing implementation delivery in each unique context,
semantic similarity measures may be used to measure intervention adherence and replicability across
many contexts. However, it is important to note that these measures have specific and limited
definitions as implementation constructs.For example, the adherence measure evaluates fidelity to a
specified script but makes no attempt to differentiate whether an intervention was implemented with
high or low quality. Nor does it measure participant responsiveness or program differentiation.
Further, replicability, is one method of measuring adaptation but does not have a direct relationship
with the fidelity constructs described above. Again, a study may have high or low replicability while
having high or low quality intervention sessions.
Semantic similarity (also termed document similarity in information retrieval) is an umbrella
term for a suite of NLP tools used to quantify the similarity of two or more texts. The intuition
behind semantic similarity methods is simple – text can be represented by their vocabulary and
compared to one another by the relatively frequency with which they use a set of words. The
method may also incorporate a number of natural language techniques to better extract meaning
from documents (for example, handling synonyms and context). These techniques, and an in-depth
explanation of how semantic similarity is calculated, will be discussed in the next section. For now,
we will simply define a few terms: a document is a single text of interest and a corpus is the full set of
documents a researcher is in interested in comparing. From the corpus, a researcher creates a
document-term matrix where each row corresponds to a document and each column corresponds to a
word in the corpus. The values in the columns are the frequency with which a document uses each
word. Semantic similarity is then calculated using a distance measure like cosine similarity (the
cosine of the angle between document vectors). Cosine similarity ranges from zero to one, where
two documents with a similarity of one share the exact same comparative words frequencies.
The canonical application of semantic similarity is in plagiarism detection; teachers and
academics need some method of detecting when a writer has made extensive use of someone else’s
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work, even when the plagiarizer has made inconsequential changes to the vocabulary or word order
to avoid detection. Given two documents, a reader could likely identify whether the texts are
suspiciously similar, but the problem quickly becomes overwhelming when a reader needs to
compare one document to a large corpus of potential source documents which may have been
plagiarized. For this reason, computer scientists have developed semantic similarity methods which
can automatically detect plagiarism. Using these measures, teachers can identify which document
from an arbitrarily large corpus is most similar to a student essay, and whether some essays are more
likely than others to have been plagiarized.
The challenge of assessing intervention adherence and replicability in language-based
standardized interventions is similar to the problem of plagiarism. Here, the documents of interest
are transcriptions of intervention sessions. As in the plagiarism case, researchers want to quantify the
similarity of two or more documents (here, transcripts) and need some method of detecting
derivative text (here, speech) even if there are differences in language that do not change the
meaning of the text. In this section, we discuss a number of interesting comparisons a researcher can
measure to gain a greater understanding of an intervention’s implementation.
Intervention Adherence
Intervention adherence is commonly defined as “the degree to which specified procedures
are implemented as planned or theorized” (Dane & Schneider, 1998, p. 23). In highly standardized,
scripted interventions, adherence can be conceptualized as the degree to which an implementer’s
language follows a well-specified script of the intervention protocol. Many education interventions
are delivered through standardized, scripted protocols, including interventions for struggling readers
(Vadasy et al., 2006), coaching protocols for teacher candidates (Cohen et al., 2020), and behavioral
therapies for students with autism spectrum disorder (Stevenson et al., 2000).
In evaluation contexts, adherence scores is determined by examining the cosine similarity of
session transcripts and a benchmark script. That is, for each transcript, the researcher creates a
document-term matrix from the full set of intervention transcripts and the benchmark script of
interest. While the benchmark script itself depends on the nature of the intervention protocol, in
general, it should include all components of the intervention protocol with scripted language for
how each component should be delivered. Then, for a given document, !! , and a benchmark script
", script similarity is determined by the following:
#$%&'( #&*&+,%&(-! = "&*(!! , ").
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From there, the researcher can determine which intervention sessions are closest to the benchmark
and which intervention sessions deviate farthest by exploring the distribution of script similarity
measures.
The researcher can also calculate the average script similarity for a study, site or
interventionalist. In this measure, script similarity scores are summed across all transcript sessions
and divided by the total number of transcripts (n), as given by:
234%,54 #$%&'( #&*&+,%&(- =

∑"
!#$ #!$(&! ,# )
*

.

Here, average script similarity is interpreted as the average intervention adherence. In a single study,
the measure may be used for reporting overall intervention adherence; in cases with multiple studies,
sites, or interventionalists, average scores may be used to compare the relative intervention
adherence according to a benchmark script.
An advantage of semantic similarity approaches is that once intervention sessions have been
transcribed, the adherence score can be calculated automatically. This means that in evaluation
studies where transcript data are available and resarchers are still in the field, the method may be
used to identify sessions that stray from the benchmark and if needed, provide interventionalists
with additional training. Another advantage is that once transcripts are obtained, there are no
additional costs for training and employing observers to rate each isession according to an adherence
rubric (the most common approach to assessing intervention fidelity).
However, the method is not meant to replace all types of implementation research. Unlike
trained observers, the method cannot make evaluative judgments about whether intervention
sessions that stray from the benchmark script remain aligned with the intervention’s program theory
and goals. Nor does the method evaluate the quality of the intervention session itself, with the
exception of semantic deviations from the benchmark. In this way, script similarity for assessing
intervention adherence may best be understood as a quick and scalable – but narrow – measure of
fidelity. In many field settings, however, even narrow but feasible measures of fidelity can provide
researchers with an important tool for tracking and understanding how the intervention is actually
delivered.
Intervention Replicability
Beyond intervention adherence, researchers also commonly want to understand how
consistently an intervention is replicated across participants, interventionists, sites, or studies. Within
a single study, consistency can be considered an important counterpart to adherence; Dumas and
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colleagues argue that interventions satisfy adherence requirements if and only if the intervention is
delivered in such a way that is true to the theory of change and if it is delivered in a “comparable
manner to all participants” (Dumas et al., 2001, p. 38). Moreover, when an intervention is replicated
across sites or studies, conclusions from these replications often rely on the assumption that the
treatment and control conditions are “identical in both studies, that is, there is no (unobserved)
variation in the implementation of the treatment-control contrast across studies (Steiner et al., 2019,
p. 283)”. In traditional implementation research, these assumptions are probed qualitatively, but
semantic similarity provides a quantitative measure of consistency across studies.
To calculate the replicability score within a single study, the researcher first creates a
document-term matrix for the full set of documents which will be compared. Then, the researcher
calculates a pairwise similarity measure where each document in a study is compared to every other
document in that study. The average similarity of document !+ to every document in a set of n
documents including document !+ is calculated as:
#&*&+,&%(- 67 !! (6 (ℎ4 "4( =

∑"
!#$ #!$,&! ,&% -./
*./

.

Here, we subtract one from the numerator and denominator so that the similarity of !+ to itself is
not included. Then, the measure of intervention replicability is calculated using the following
formula:
9&(ℎ&: #(;!- <%,:"$%&'( #&*&+,%&(- =

∑"
!#$ 0!$!123!45 67 &! 46 489 #94
*

,

where replicability is measured as the average similarity of each document to every other document
in the set.
To calculate intervention replicability across two or more studies, a researcher creates a
document-term matrix of every treatment transcript across all studies of interest. Consider two
studies, Study 1 and Study 2, where Study 1 has n documents and Study 2 has m documents. Then,
the similarity of Study 1’s document j to Study 2 documents is calculated:
#&*&+,&%(- 67 !! (6 #(;!- 2 =

∑'
!#$ #!$,&$% ,&&! $

,

and the average similarity of Study 1 and Study 2 is calculated:
2$%6"" #(;!- <%,:"$%&'( #&*&+,%&(- =

∑"
!#$ 0!$!123!45 67 &! 46 04:&5 ;
*

.

Similar to the adherence measure described above, this method yields a replicability score that ranges
between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates perfect replicability in transcripts (with the same word
frequencies and content) and 0 indicates no semantic overlap across transcripts.
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Thus far, this is the only measure we know of that quantifies replicability of intervention
delivery based on the similarity of semantic content. Currently, most approaches to assessing
intervention replicability involve comparing measures of treatment fidelity across participants, sites,
or studies. However, our replicability score provides a direct quantitative measure of how
consistently intervention sessions are delivered; it is also agnostic to the evaluation context in which
it is applied. The measure may be especially useful in cases where intervention adherence is low (as
measured by script similarity), but the researcher may still want to know whether sessions were
delivered consistently, or if sessions were also highly deviant from each other as well. Understanding
both dimensions of intervention fidelity – adherence and replicability – provides researchers with
important insights for understanding how the intervention was actually delivered, as well as for
developing appropriate intervention supports.
Other Comparisons of Interest
Beyond the comparisons presented here, we expect that researchers can derive their own
similarity measures that are most well suited to address their questions of interest. For example,
researchers may be interested in monitoring variations within and between interventionists so that
they can intervene if an interventionist veers too far from the team. Or, in evaluation contexts where
the researcher wants to measure treatment differentiation, semantic similarity methods may be used
to quantify how similar and different conversations are between study conditions. We hope this
paper serves as a jumping off point for researchers to think about designing their own measures of
similarity for implementation research.
Calculation and Interpretation
In this section, we describe in greater detail how to calculate semantic similarity and provide
an overview of techniques for representing text numerically. The technical choices that a researcher
makes in representing their corpus can have a substantial impact on their study’s adherence and
replicability scores. In practice, we recommend that researchers employ several techniques and test
the robustness of their findings to technical decisions. Here, we first focus on the simplest method
of representation, word frequencies, and later introduce more complex methods of representation
which are often better able to discern differences in meaning.
Calculating Semantic Similarity with Word Frequencies
The first step in calculating semantic similarity is to create a document-term matrix where each
row corresponds to a document (& = 1, . . . , @) and each column corresponds to a term in the set of
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documents. Then, each document is represented by a vector 9! = (9!/ , 9!; , … 9!$ ), where 9!$
counts the frequency of the mth word in the ith document. After a researcher has created their
document-term matrix, the standard method of quantifying the similarity of two documents is to
calculate the cosine similarity of their vector representations (Manning et al., 2008).
The cosine similarity of any two documents, !/ and !; may be calculated using the
following formula:
====⃗
====⃗(& )
< (& )∙<

"&*(!/ , !; ) = @<====⃗$(& $)@@<====⃗& (&& )@,
$

$

&

&

where the numerator is the dot product of the two document vectors and the denominator is the
product of the magnitude of the two vectors. Cosine similarity measures may also be understood as
the cosine of the angle between two document vectors. If two documents have equivalent relative
word frequencies, the angle between their vectors will be zero degrees and their cosine similarity will
be one (as the cosine of zero is one). If two documents do not share any terms, then, they will be
perpendicular to one another and their cosine similarity will be zero. Because cosine similarity is a
measure of the angle between vectors; the magnitude of the vectors is irrelevant. For this reason, the
length of the documents is also irrelevant; it is the relative word frequencies that provide meaning.
Using a simple document-term matrix to calculate semantic similarity assumes that all words
in the corpus are wholly distinct with no relationship to one another and that all words matter
equally in distinguishing between texts. These assumptions are rarely palatable to researchers, but
there are a number of pre-processing techniques that may be incorporated to address them.
Prioritizing the Words that Matter
Document-term matrices quickly grow to very large dimensions as there is a column for
every unique word in the document corpus. Yet, many of these words are unlikely to be useful in
discriminating between texts. In particular, there will be a number of words that are common in
every document, but that add very little meaning: words like a, an, the, and to. These words are
commonly referred to as stop words and a first step to better prioritize important terms in a
document-term matrix is to remove these words. In practice, researchers do not need to create a list
of stop terms on their own as many software packages maintain pre-defined lists of stop words.
However, researchers may edit these lists to better suit their context.
In addition to removing stop words, researchers may choose to weight words in their
document-term matrix so that the words that are mostly likely capable of discriminating between
documents are given greater weight. The most common weighting technique that researchers apply
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is term frequency-inverse document-frequency (tf-idf) which assigns words weights based on their
relative frequency between documents in a corpus. Formally, tf-idf weights are determined by the
following formula:
A

(7&!74,& = (74,& ∗ log &7 .
(

The greatest weight is given to words that occur many times in a few documents. The least weight is
given to words that occur only a few times in a document and to words that occur in many
documents. This system of weighting down-weights stop words (without the researcher defining
which words are common across all documents) while weighting the words in an extended but
uncommon topic of conversation heavily.
Incorporating Relationships Between Terms
Without any pre-processing, all words in a document-term matrix are treated as wholly
distinct from one another. This is particularly problematic when considering word derivatives like
teach and teaches; it would not be appropriate to consider these words as having no shared meaning.
To this end, document-term matrices can be improved by treating all derivatives of a word as a
single entity using a method termed lemmatization. Lemmatization reduces each word to its root
form – for example, teach, teacher, teachers, and teaches would all be represented by the root word, teach.
Even with lemmatizing, we still fail to capture the substitutability and similarity of words in a
given context. To address this, we can incorporate Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). LSA works
under the assumption that the contexts in which a word does and does not appear is an appropriate
method of determining the similarity of meanings of words to each other. With LSA, the meaning
of a word is represented as the average of the meaning of all the documents in which it appears, and
the meaning of documents are an average of the meaning of the words they contain (Landauer et al.,
1998). Similar to factor analysis, LSA is based on singular value decomposition and reduces the
terms in a document-term matrix into a set of underlying factors which may be thought of as
abstract concepts. It is up to the researcher to determine the number of abstract concepts to include,
but 100 is a common rule of thumb for many tasks (Deerwester et al., 1990).
Finally, to retain the semantic meaning of every word, a researcher may choose to
incorporate word embeddings. Similar to LSA, the underlying assumption of word embeddings is
that “a word is characterized by the company it keeps (Firth, 1957)”. Unlike LSA, word embeddings
zoom in on a word’s context noting not just the document in which the word is found, but the
context within that document. Word embeddings are vectors which have been optimized so that
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words that appear in similar contexts are mapped close to one another in vector space (Mikolov et
al., 2013). A good word embedding model will assign related words like student and child spatially
close vector representations. In practice, researchers will likely use publicly available pre-trained
word embeddings, but should note that the semantic relationships between words in a word
embedding depend on the context in which the model was trained.
Remaining Assumptions
All of the previous techniques are considered “bag-of-words” models because they assume
that documents can be represented as an unordered set of words. Though this assumption may seem
unrealistic, bag of words models have been shown to be effective in a variety of contexts (Gentzkow
et al., 2017; Manning et al., 2008). Nonetheless, if a researcher wishes to retain some of a word’s
context, they may create the document-term matrix using bigrams (word pairs), trigrams (word
triples), or any n-gram. A document-term matrix made of bigrams would create a bigram for every
word pair. For example, the phrase, work on your behavior management, would be represented as a set of
four bigrams: work on, on your, your behavior, behavior management. Beyond this, researchers may also
make use of syntactic n-grams where words are grouped together not by their order but by their
grammatical dependencies (Goldberg & Orwant, 2013) or may use extend the contextual
representation given by word embeddings to full documents (Le & Mikolov, 2014)
Interpretation
The magnitude of semantic similarity measures depends not only on the similarity between
two texts but also on the size and characteristics of the vector space (the terms of comparison in the
document-term matrix). Any two texts will almost certainly have a higher semantic similarity if
cosine similarity is calculated on a document-term matrix with no pre-preprocessing compared to
one where we have removed the stop words; the texts likely have many stop words in common and
by removing them we are purposefully ignoring these similarities. Similarly, tf-idf weighting will by
definition decrease the cosine similarity between texts as it gives greater weight to words that are
uncommon. On the other hand, pre-processing techniques that attempt to address word similarities,
like stemming and LSA, will increase the cosine similarity of documents. These techniques both
reduce the size of the vector space and give documents credit for using similar words.
Because differing approaches to semantic similarity will result in measures on a different
scale, we have to be careful in our interpretation of intervention adherence and replication measures.
We cannot, for example, set an a priori cut score of 0.50 to indicate low-adherence; a transcript may
be well above a 0.5 cutoff before stop words have been removed and well below the cutoff after
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stop words have been removed. A single semantic similarity score on its own carries very little
meaning. It is only through comparisons across different modeling approaches in our semantic
similarity analysis that we gain insight.
We recommend looking at and comparing several modeling approaches to interpret
intervention adherence and replicability scores, which we will demonstrate below in the applied
example below. When looking at individual transcripts, researchers can visually inspect adherence
and replication scores on a histogram to identify outliers. Similarly, they can rank transcripts to
identify those with the highest and lowest adherence, or the transcripts that are most similar or
dissimilar. When looking at groups of transcripts, researchers can present means and standard
deviations to compare intervention adherence and replication scores across studies, sites or
implementers. Again, they may also rank studies by their scores identifying which studies have the
highest adherence and which studies are the best replications of one-another. We believe that these
comparisons will be useful in a number of contexts, but this list of potentially relevant comparisons
is not exhaustive; researchers can make whatever comparisons they want so long as the all semantic
similarity measures are calculated using the same NLP techniques.
Implementing Semantic similarity Approaches
Semantic similarity methods may be implemented using a number of programming
languages. In the example below, we used Python’s spaCy module for tokenization and
lemmatization and sklearn for vectorization. Python’s Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) also
offers a number of helpful text analysis functions. If researchers are unfamiliar with Python, R offers
many reasonable alternatives (including the quanteda, Text2Vec, and spacyr packages) and Stata
offers a package (lsamantic) which calculates text similarity using LSA.
An Illustrative Example
Evaluation Context
In this section, we apply our proposed measures of intervention adherence and replication to
a series of RCTs evaluating the impact of coaching on the performance of preservice teachers in a
mixed-reality simulated classroom environment (see Cohen et al., 2020 for an evaluation of one of
these experiments; Krishnamachari et al. for a description of the systematic replication evaluation of
the coaching protocol). We analyzed implementation of a coaching protocol within and across five
conceptual RCT replications that took place in a university-based teacher preparation program.
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In each RCT, preservice teachers practiced a pedagogical task over two five-minute
interactions with student avatars in a simulation platform. In between the two simulation sessions,
treatment teachers received feedback from a coach who followed a standardized five-step
conversation protocol that: 1) asked the candidate to assess their own performance; 2) affirmed an
observed effective teaching practice; 3) identified one of four skills for the candidate to target in the
next session; 4) engaged the candidate in skill development by asking, “Last time when Student X
did/said Y, you responded by [insert teacher candidate response here]. Next time, how might you
respond in a way that is more [insert targeted skill here]”; and, 5) engaged the candidate in role-play
so that the candidate could practice their target skill. Coaches were expected to adhere to the same
conversation protocol regardless of the pedagogical task that the candidate was practicing or the
simulation scenario.
Coaching conversations were replicated over five individual experiments with systematic
variations in timing, pedagogical tasks, and populations. There were 14 coaches across the five
studies, with four to five coaches per study and a turnover rate of approximately two coaches per
study. Table 1 presents summary statistics of the five RCTs. In three studies, coaching conversations
focused on improving teacher candidate responses to off-task student behavior (Behavior Study 1, 2,
and 3). In the other two studies, coaching conversations focused on improving the quality of
instructional feedback that teacher candidates provide to students (Feedback Study 1 and 2). In four
out of five studies, the participant population was drawn from methods courses for education
majors. In Behavior Study 3, however, the participant population was drawn from non-majors in a
course designed for students interested in exploring teaching as a profession. No matter the sample,
pedagogical task, or timing, coaches were expected to follow the protocol described above.
Feedback Study 1 was the first study conducted and was considered a pilot as coaches and student
avatars went through very little training for this study.
The goals of applying the semantic similarity measure were to provide evaluation researchers
with summary quantitative measures of the extent to which the coaching protocol was delivered
with adherence and consistency within and across studies, and to allow researchers to identify outlier
sessions that may indicate the need for additional coach training.
Data
Coaching sessions were video-taped and transcribed using either a professional transcription
service or undergraduate research assistants. Table 1 presents the number of transcripts in each
study. Sample sizes ranged from 45 to 76. In the transcripts, each utterance was preceded by a
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speaker tag (where Coach: designates that coach speech follows and TC: designates that teacher
candidate speech follows) and a time stamp (in the format [hh:mm:ss]).
To assess adherence, the research team also created a set of eight ideal scripts representing
perfect implementation of the treatment protocol. Each script was tailored to one of four skills. In
the feedback scenario, these skills were probing for textual evidence, scaffolding student
understanding, providing descriptive feedback, or probing for a warrant. In the behavior scenario,
these skills were providing redirections that are timely, specific, succinct, or calm. Depending on the
scenario, a coach was expected to target one of these skills and then follow the treatment protocol
for that skill.
To produce our analytic dataset, we cleaned plain text transcripts to exclude speaker tags,
time tags, and any formatting characters (for example newline, \n). We also excluded teacher
candidate text to focus our analysis on coaches’ implementation of the protocol rather than
participant responses to coach prompts1.
The final cleaned transcripts were stored as a variable in a dataset containing the participant
ID, study, coach ID, and targeted skill.
Methods

Pre-processing. To facilitate comparisons across studies and measures, and to test the
robustness of our results to the techniques employed, we created multiple document-term matrices
using our full corpus of documents, including all transcripts and ideal scripts2. The first matrix
includes all of terms in the corpus with no pre-processing, 3501 columns in total. In the second
matrix, we excluded stop words from a popular pre-specified list (Python’s Natural Language
Toolkit – NLTK) supplemented with a set of common pause fillers and vocal ticks like “uh” and
“um”. Removing stop words reduced the number of columns in the document-term matrix from
3501 to 3364.
In the third matrix, we replaced all word derivatives with a single stem, further reducing the
size of the matrix to 2573 columns. In the fourth matrix, we weighted each term using tf-idf
weighting. Finally, in our fifth matrix, we performed LSA on a document-term matrix with stop
word removal and tf-idf weighting keeping the 100 most common concepts.
If we were instead interested in using semantic similarity methods to explore a construct like participant
responsiveness, we might have instead chosen to exclude coach text and focus our analysis on participant speech.
2 As explained in the section titled, Calculation and Interpretation, if we had instead created separate document-term
matrices for each study, we could not draw comparisons across studies as the scale and meaning of the semantic
similarity measures would not be stable.
1
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This final matrix, which incorporates LSA, stop word removal, and tf-idf weighting, is our
preferred approach because LSA gracefully handles the problem of word derivatives and similarities
(for example, because teacher and instructor are likely used in the same contexts, they will be a part of
the same topics), while tf-idf weighting helps ensure that the abstract concepts created by LSA
contain meaning (no concepts will be driven by stop words). As a robustness check, however, we
present intervention adherence and replicability scores using each of the above approaches and hope
to see consistent patterns when comparing transcripts and studies.

Analysis. After creating our document-term matrices, we calculated adherence scores for
each transcript by measuring the cosine similarity between each transcript and the appropriate ideal
script (matching the transcript’s scenario and targeted skill). We then averaged the adherence scores
of every transcript within each study to create summary adherence scores.
We also calculated five replicability scores for each transcript by measuring the similarity of
every transcript to transcripts from Behavior Study 1, Behavior Study 2, Behavior Study 3, Feedback
Study 1, and Feedback Study 2. When a transcript was compared to transcripts within the same
study (for example, when we calculated the similarity of a Behavior Study 1 transcript to other
Behavior Study 1 transcripts), we consider the score a within-study replicability measure. When a
transcript was compared to transcripts from other studies, we consider the score an across-study
replicability measure.
Result
In this section, we demonstrate how semantic similarity methods may be used to provide
descriptive measures of intervention adherence and replicability for single studies, and when there
are results from multiple studies. We present measures of adherence and replication for each of the
five studies and discuss how these results may be interpreted. Though we estimate five sets of
adherence and replication scores using the approaches listed above, for most of the results, we limit
our discussion to our preferred method of text processing: LSA with stop word removal and tf-idf
weighting.
Intervention Adherence. We present adherence scores in two formats: in summary tables
displaying means (Tables 1 and 2) and in figures displaying the distributions (Figures 1, 2, and 3).
Table 1 provides an example of how adherence scores might be included in summary tables
alongside other study statistics like sample sizes and participant characteristics. We present
adherence scores, listed at the bottom and calculated using LSA with stop word removal and tf-idf
weighting, alongside other study descriptors. Like the other information in Table 1, the adherence
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scores allow readers to quickly compare a key characteristic across studies. For example, Table 1
shows readers that they should pay close attention to Feedback Study 2 if they are interested in a
high-adherence context.
Table 1 shows adherence scores from one set of analytic techniques, but, as discussed above,
semantic similarity scores are sensitive to analytic decisions. Therefore, a table describing the
sensitivity of results to different specifications is useful. Table 2 ranks each study according to their
average adherence scores across each of the five pre-processing approaches. A higher ranking in the
table indicates higher adherence. We look at this table to determine the robustness of patterns to
analytic decisions. Results in our case are largely robust; after stop words have been removed, study
ranks are relatively stable no matter the pre-processing techniques employed3. Across techniques,
Feedback Study 2 has the highest average adherence while transcripts from our pilot Feedback Study
1, have the lowest average adherence. Table 2 also shows that adherence improved the second time
the coaches implemented a protocol: Feedback Study 2 has higher adherence than Feedback Study 1
and Behavior Study 2 has higher adherence than Behavior Study 1. We do not, however, see an
increase in adherence between Behavior Studies 2 and 3. This may be because Behavior Study 3 was
implemented with a different target population of participants, non-Education majors enrolled in
class exploring teaching as a profession.
<Insert Tables 1 and 2>
In evaluation studies, it is often useful to describe the overall distributions of adherence
scores. In a single study, we might look to the distribution to gain an understanding of the shape and
spread of intervention adherence. We can determine if adherence is left-skewed (the mean is driven
lower by a few low-adherence sessions) or right-skewed (the mean is driven by a few high-adherence
sessions, and whether the distribution is tightly centered (indicating treatment is consistently
delivered) or flat (indicating inconsistency). We can also compare distributions across multiple
studies or sites, as in Figure 1. When sites and studies are highly standardized to the same protocol,
the distribution of scores across sites or studies are highly overlapping; but when sites and studies
have not been well-standardized, the distribution of scores may vary widely. Figure 1 displays the

We are not particularly concerned that our results are not robust to the inclusion of stop words. Differences in
rankings for this naïve approach are not particularly informative. For example, one of the reasons Behavior Study 2 is
more similar to its ideal script than Feedback Study 1 is that Behavior Study 2 and the ideal behavior script have the
same most common words: to, you, and that. On the other hand, the most common word in Feedback Study 1
transcripts is “the” while the most common word in the feedback script is “to”. These differences are unlikely to be
meaningful.

3
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distributions of adherence scores by study and indicates that despite differences in means, the
distributions of our studies are mostly overlapping. However, Feedback Study 2 appears to have a
much wider distribution of adherence scores than other studies. We explore this distribution further
in Figure 2 which disaggregates adherence scores by coach. In Figure 2, we see that the lowest end
of the distribution in Feedback Study 2 is driven by a single coach – coach A – whose median score
is much lower than that of the other coaches (0.32 compared to 0.49, 0.47, and 0.44). This suggests
that Coach A could benefit from additional training.
<Insert Figures 1 and 2>
Finally, Figure 3 provides an example of how researchers might use visualization to identify
abnormal transcripts that fall outside of the distribution of adherence scores. These are the
transcripts we would recommend that researchers read to determine if there are any transcription
errors, any implementer misunderstandings that need to be corrected, or any conditions which result
in particularly high adherence. In Behavior Study 2, we highlight a low-adherence transcript and in
Behavior Study 3 and Feedback Studies 1 and 2, we highlight transcripts with particularly high
adherence. In Figure 3, we can also see an interesting bi-model distribution in Feedback Study 2; this
distribution is explained by the low-adherence coach we observe in Figure 2.
<Insert Figure 3>
Intervention Replicability
A key assumption for systematic replication studies is that intervention conditions are
delivered consistently across studies (Wong, Steiner, & Anglin, under review). Using the replicability
measure, we assessed the extent to which the coaching protocol was implemented consistently
within and across the five conceptual replication studies. Table 3 presents a replicability matrix
showing the average similarity of transcripts in the row study to transcripts in the column study.
Cells shaded in dark gray (on the diagonal) display the similarity of transcripts to other transcripts
within the same study. Cells shaded in light gray display the similarity of transcripts to other studies
with the same pedagogical task and simulation scenario (behavior management or feedback).
Intuition would tell us that transcripts would be most similar to other transcripts from the same
study and least similar to transcripts from a different simulation context. Indeed, this is what we
find. Looking at the Behavior Study 1 column, we see that Behavior Study 1 transcripts have the
highest replicability to one-another, followed by Behavior Study 2 and Behavior Study 3. In other
words, Behavior Studies 2 and 3 are closer replications of Behavior Study 1 than the feedback
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studies. Similarly, looking at the Feedback Study 1 column, we see that Feedback Study 2 is the best
replication of Feedback Study 1.
The most striking feature of this table is the within-study replicability measure of Feedback
Study 2; Feedback Study 2 transcripts are more similar to one-another than are other transcripts,
indicating a high degree of standardization (as well as adherence, as indicated by Figure 1). This
follows from their adherence scores. Transcripts that are close to the script will necessarily be close
to one-another. Transcripts that are far from the script, however, may or may not cluster together.
When replicability scores are used in conjunction with adherence scores, they are most useful for
determining the similarity (or dissimilarity) of transcripts that stray from the script. In this case, our
lowest adherence study was Feedback Study 1. This study also has the lowest replicability scores,
implying that transcripts from this study do not stray from the script in the same way.
<Insert Table 3>
Discussion
A semantic similarity approach to measuring intervention adherence and replicability brings
many potential advantages. First, although traditional implementation research is important to
understanding intervention delivery, it requires significant resources. Automated approaches may
lower this barrier. So long as a researcher has or is or is able to obtain transcriptions of treatment
sessions, semantic similarity methods may be implemented at low-cost and are nearly infinitely
scalable; researchers only need transcriptions and moderate computer programming skills. We hope
that the relatively low cost of measuring the similarity of treatment transcripts to a benchmark script
will encourage researchers who would not otherwise include measures of fidelity to incorporate the
measures presented here in their impact evaluations. Second, the automated nature of semantic
similarity techniques means that semantic similarity measures of intervention adherence and
replication will have perfect reliability; if the same method is applied to the same transcript, the same
measure will result each time. This favorable quality is a strong argument for including semantic
similarity measures of adherence alongside more complex, but potentially unreliable, approaches to
fidelity measurement like observation rubrics. Third, semantic similarity scores can be calculated in
near real-time, potentially reducing the time between implementation and feedback. This allows
researchers to use the measures presented here as informal diagnostics to quickly reveal when
treatment sessions have begun to drift from the protocol. Finally, we believe that our proposed
measure of treatment replication is a novel contribution for replication science. Transcript similarity
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directly addresses the question of treatment stability and consistency, measuring changes in
intervention implementation that may not be captured using an adherence rubric. While there may
be times when researchers are only interested in documenting changes that are relevant to the theory
of change, there may be other times researchers simply need to measure adaptation. Transcript
similarity offers a solution in these cases. Further, because transcript similarity is agnostic to the
theory of change, the same measure may be applied across a variety of intervention contexts, from
educational interventions to cognitive behavioral therapy.
Despite these advantages, semantic similarity measures are not one-size-fits all solution to
questions of implementation. There are two primary considerations that researchers should evaluate
before using a semantic similarity approach to assess intervention adherence or replication.
The first consideration is resources. The greatest cost to using NLP techniques is the cost of
obtaining transcriptions. Automated transcription services are available and generally low-cost, but
often require human editing on the backend to increase accuracy. Thankfully, speech recognition
technology is continuing to improve and there is some evidence that even noisy transcriptions
contain rich information on social interactions (Georgiou et al., 2011). Often, researchers have plans
to transcribe intervention sessions regardless of their intent to apply NLP techniques (this was the
case in the study of the impact of coaching presented in this paper). The cost of applying semantic
similarity in these cases is quite low.
The second consideration is construct validity. To provide an appropriate measure of
adherence and replication, semantic similarity methods rely on the assumption that the words used
in a treatment session matter. For this reason, semantic similarity is most appropriate when
intervention are highly standardized and scripted. However, even in these cases, semantic similarity
methods may create measures which are too blunt to satisfy researcher’s needs. Rubrics are capable
of measuring multiple components of a theory of change while script similarity measures a only
single construct - the similarity between a treatment transcript and an ideal script. Thus, script
similarity may both underrepresent some components and contain irrelevancies. If a researcher is
simply interested in determining the relationship between fidelity and the magnitude of a treatment
effect, semantic similarity may be effectively incorporated into a model of heterogeneous treatment
effects. On the other hand, if a researcher is interested in determining which component in a theory
of change has the strongest relationship with effect sizes, semantic similarity is unlikely to be helpful.
Ultimately, a researcher’s decision on whether to incorporate semantic similarity measures of
implementation constructs depends on their context, research questions, and resources. A semantic
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similarity approach is most appropriate when the treatment is highly standardized, the researcher
does not need to discriminate between components of the theory of change, and resources are
scarce. If, on the other hand, a treatment is not highly standardized, the researcher is interested in
discriminating between components of the theory of change, or the researcher has the resources,
they should use traditional methods of assessing fidelity: observational rubrics and surveys. Or, if the
researcher needs to be able to discriminate between components of the theory of change, but the
study is too large to employ trained observers in every session, a classification approach may be
most appropriate. An examination and illustration of classification methods for fidelity is beyond the
scope of this paper, but we point readers to Anglin (2019) and Fesler et al. (2019) for approachable
overviews of natural language classifiers in education and to Atkins et al. (2014) and Can et al. (2016)
for an example application of machine learning classifiers to fidelity in evaluations of motivational
interviewing.
Finally, a potential solution to addressing some of the challenges discussed above is to
combine semantic similarity measures with other measures of implementation constructs. For
example, researchers may evaluate the fidelity of a sample of intervention sessions using rubrics as a
formal measure and then informally monitor fidelity for the rest of the sample using semantic
similarity. In multi-stage trials, researchers may employ both a semantic similarity and rubric
approach in the pilot study in order to validate the semantic similarity measure and to determine
appropriate cut-offs for manual inspection of transcripts. Finally, researchers may use rubrics to
assess intervention fidelity and semantic similarity to assess replicability. When implementation has a
low adhereance score, researchers can determine with the replicability score whether implementers
diverge in similar ways from the protocol (low-adherence but high-replicability), or stray in a similar
manner (low-adherence and low-replicability).
Conclusion
This paper demonstrates how NLP methods can help address many of the logistical,
methodological, and budgetary challenges of implementation research. We propose semantic
similarity methods as a low-cost, scalable, and reliable method for assessing intervention adherence
and replicability for standardized scripted interventions. In particular, we illustrate two measures: the
similarity between transcripts and a benchmark script as a measure of adherence and the similarity
between transcripts within and across studies as a measure of intervention replicability. However, a
semantic similarity approach to implementation research can be adopted to a variety of
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implementation constructs across a broad array of intervention-types and contexts. To this end, we
hope that researchers will view this paper as a jumping off point and will adapt our proposed
approach to their particular circumstances and research questions.
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Table 1
Sample and Setting Characteristics by Study
Sample Characteristics of Teacher
Candidates
GPA
% Female
% Over the age of 21
% White
Location of high school attended
% Rural
% Suburban
% Urban
Average SES of high school attended
% Low SES
% Middle SES
% High SES
Majority race of high school attended
% Primarily students of color
% Mixed
% Primarily white students
Intervention Delivery Setting
Pedagogical Task in Simulation Scenario
Timing
N (treatment and control)
N (treatment transcriptions)
Adherence Score from Semantic
Similarity Measure

Behavior
Study 1

Behavior Study
2

Behavior Study 3

Feedback Study
1

Feedback Study
2

3.42
1.00
0.18
0.56

3.46
0.88
0.16
0.63

3.54
0.50
0.08
0.56

3.45
0.88
0.42
0.77

3.51
0.98
0.19
0.69

0.03
0.86
0.11

0.12
0.82
0.06

0.09
0.79
0.13

0.24
0.68
0.07

0.13
0.85
0.02

0.04
0.59
0.32

0.00
0.61
0.28

0.00
0.57
0.40

0.08
0.61
0.31

0.00
0.68
0.28

0.10
0.48
0.42

0.03
0.47
0.50

0.06
0.41
0.53

0.07
0.39
0.54

0.04
0.51
0.45

Beahvior
Management
Spring 2018
99
68

Behavior
Management
Spring 2019
98
45

Behavior
Management
Fall 2019
93
47

Providing
Feedback
Fall 2017
122
76

Providing
Feedback
Fall 2018
93
46

0.26
[.05]

0.31
[.05]

0.26
[.06]

0.20
[.06]

0.42
[.10]
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Table 2
Study Adherence Rankings
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Behavior Study 1

4

4

3

3

3

Behavior Study 2

1

2

2

2

2

Behavior Study 3

2

3

4

3

3

Feedback Study 1

5

5

5

5

5

Feedback Study 2

3

1

1

1

1

LSA
Remove Stop Words
TF-IDF Weighting

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Stemming

X

Note. Adherence scores were estimated by calculating the cosine
similarity between each transcript and a benchmark
script.Values in the rows represent ranking by the average
adherence score for each study. A higher ranking indicates
greater adherence to the script.
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Figure 1
Distribution of Adherence Scores for Five Studies

Note. Adherence scores were estimated by calculating the cosine similarity between each transcript
and an ideal script using a document-term matrix with latent-semantic analysis, no stop words, and
term-frequency-inverse-document-frequency weighting. A high score indicates higher adherence to
the script.
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Figure 2
Distribution of Adherence Scores by Coaches within Feedback Study 2

Note. Adherence scores were estimated by calculating the cosine similarity between each transcript
and a benchmark script using a document-term matrix with latent-semantic analysis, no stop words,
and term-frequency-inverse-document-frequency weighting. A high score indicates higher adherence
to the benchmark script. Boxes indicate the 50th percentile and interquartile range. Whiskers extend
to all scores within 1.5 times the interquartile range.
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Figure 3
Distribution of Adherence Scores by Study, with Unusual Transcripts Highlighted

Note. Adherence scores were estimated by calculating the cosine similarity between each transcript
and a benchmark script using a document-term matrix with latent-semantic analysis, no stop words,
and term-frequency-inverse-document-frequency weighting. A high score indicates higher adherence
to the script. Potentially abnormal transcripts (based on visual examination) are highlighted in black.
These are transcripts we have flagged for manual inspection.
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Table 3
Replicability Matrix
Behavior

Behavior

Behavior

Feedback

Feedback

Study 1

Study 2

Study 3

Study 1

Study 2

Behavior Study 1

0.40

Behavior Study 2

0.31

0.40

Behavior Study 3

0.27

0.33

0.37

Feedback Study 1

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.35

Feedback Study 2

0.22

0.24

0.23

0.30

0.50

Note. The replicability index is calculated by calculating the pairwise similarity of
each transcript in the study indicated in the first row to each transcript in the
study indicated by the first column. Cosine similarity was calculated using a
document-term matrix with latent-semantic analysis, no stop words, and termfrequency-inverse-document-frequency weighting. Cells shaded in dark gray (on
the diagonal) display the similarity of transcripts to other transcripts within the
same study. Cells shaded in light gray display the similarity of transcripts to other
studies within the same context (behavior management or feedback).
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